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From the editor's desk
After many months of planning, we' re pleased to bring you this first
issue of the new CRAY CHANNELS. Like its predecessor, CRAY
CHANNELS is intended for users and potential users of Cray Research
computer systems and others interested in the company and its products.
The big difference is that in its new format, CRAY CHANNELS will offer
users a forum for the sharing of id eas and experiences. Additionally, it
w ill give us an opportunity to provide user information, introduce new
products and discuss company activities. We also plan to feature articles
giving overviews of some of the industries that currently use CRAY-l s or
have the poten tial to become users. Naturally, we welcome your input.
In this issue, Dr. Donald A. Calahan of the University of Michigan writes
about direct solution of linear equations on the CRAY-1. Dr. Calahan has
special interest in vector processing and has conducted research into the
influence of machine architecture on the formulation and numerical
solution of large scientific and engineering problems. Each summer, Dr.
Calahan chairs a course in vector processing on the Ann Arbor campus.
Also in this issue, Robert H ya tt of the University of Southern Mississippi
writes about computer chess and th e uphill struggle to make computers
competitive w ith the best human chess players in the world . In Part One
of this two-part series, Hyatt describes how the computer chess software
keeps track of the board, searches for moves, and evaluates positions. In
our next isssue of CRAY CHANNELS, we go to a computer chess
tournament, and Hyatt evalua tes his own computer chess program.

Several new features are being introduced in CRAY CHANNELS at this
time. The "Scientific A pplications Package Highlig ht" will feature a
different major software program or package available o n the CRAY-1 in
each issue. In this issu e, we take a look at some uses of the MacNealSchwendler Corporation's MSC/NASTRAN structural a nalysis program.
Another new feature, the "Corporate Register," will keep you up to date
on Cray Research, Inc. business activities and o ther news of interest.
Still with us from the past are the "Software Release Summary," which
describes the latest release of Cray Research, Inc. software, and
"Applications In Depth," w hich details applications news.
All in all, we h ope you' ll like the new CRAY CHANNELS a nd that you'll
look forward to fu ture issues. We look forward to your com ments!
- T.M.B.

About the cover
Photomicrography of
a printed circuit board

A portion of a layer of a printed circuit board
magnified 90 times shows the fine detail involved
in the CRAY-1 computer. Copper conducting
paths are laminated to a fiberglass board. Solder
coating is then applied on top of the copper.
Through-holes allow connection to the other side
of the circuit board. Each printed circuit board
in the CRAY-1 has five layers: two outer layers,
one layer carrying terminator voltage, one carrying logic voltage, and a ground. (Photo credit:
Jill Antolak)
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Dr. D. A. Calahan, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Direct (contrast iterative) methods for solving a
system of linear equations (A.X = B) are the
most time-consuming kernels of many scientific
simulation and engineering design codes. In
nearly every discipline, classes of problems exist
where full- or half-implicit numerical methods
yield matrices ranging from full, banded, general sparse, to tridiagonal structures.
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A register-to-registe r machine such as the
CRAY-1 is architecturally well-suited to the solution of such problems for two reasons. First,
the small startup time from the vector registers
permits efficient operations with short vectors
arising from processing small matrices, while
incurring only a modest penalty for larger matrices producing vector lengths longer than 64.
Second, the relatively large number of floatingpoint operations usually performed on each
matrix element (for example, in matrix multiplication) results in a potentially low data traffic
over the critical data path from main memory.

This preference for matrix opera tions encourages the coding of highly-tuned CRAY-1 Assembly Language (CAL) kernels to schedule vector
operations and reduce data flow, which produces a significant differential between the performance of CAL and CRAY-1 FORTRAN (CFT)
codings. The performance differential, however,
is far less for iterative methods.
The emphas is in this article is on the performance and applications of the CAL codes; the justification for this emphasis will also be presented
by comparing selective CAL and CFT timings.

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SOLVERS
Dense systems
Vectors are created in linear algebra codes by
exploiting either density within a matrix or submatrix, or patterns across identical submatrices.
The former, being a local property, is usually
more easily identified and can be utilized with
less algorithm modification.

In solving large unsymmetric matrices that are
dense or have locally-dense submatrices, three
kernels are involved:
1. Factorization: A -+ LU

2. Forward and backward substitution:
x -+ u - IL - 1B
3. Multiplication and accumulation:
C -+ C- A*B
The execution rates of CAL kernels that perform
these functions are given in Table 1 [1]. These
rates were prepared w ith the aid of a simulator
[2] to achieve high short-vector performance.

Square
block size

Factorization
kernel

3
4
6
8
12
16
32
64

Substitution
kernel

6.9
8.5
18
23
45
60
94
123

Multiplication
kernel

5.7
12
21
30
46
58
89
117

17
26
43
60
84
98
124
141

Table 1. Execution rate (MFLOPS ) of three numeric kernels.
All matrices are assumed square.

Several applications of these kernels are now
considered.
Full matrix factorization
The highest performance algorithm for factoring
a large full matrix was proposed by Jordan [3]
and consists of partitioning the matrix into at
most 64-length blocks. Using the kernels of Table
1, one can obtain the execution rates of curve A
in Figure 1.
For orders N;;:.128, the partitioned code is significantly faster than an earlier routinely-coded
CAL implementation [4] (curve B in Figure 1).
Finite difference and finite element grids
Th e 10 to 100:1 speedup offered by the CRAY-1
over scalar processors has led researchers to consider the inclusion and coupling of more unknow ns a t a grid point and the coupling of more
grid points by more implicit solution strategies.
Such local coupling produces a naturally-blocked
matrix - for example, block tridiagon al or
blocked general sparse - with equally-sized
blocks. If only this local blocking is exploited,
Table 1 gives insight into expected execution
rates. For example, for blocks of order 4, rates
range from 8.5 to 26 million floating-point operations per second (MFLOPS) for the three kernels; in practice, one can solve two-dimensional
grids w ith blocked general-sparse software [1]
at 16 MFLOPS, when all blocks are 4x4. More
global blocking can only increase this rate.

Band solvers
Several CAL band solvers have been proposed
by Jordan [3]; achieving nearly 120 MFLOPS,
these are probably near-optimal for the classes
of matrices they solve. Unfortunately, they will
not accommodate half-bandwidths greater than
64. A block-oriented extension has been described in [1], but this approach is inefficient for
small band widths.
Because of the large size of typical band matrices, it is common to maintain only a part of the
matrix in main memory during solution. The
associated 1/0 sch eduling tends to make such
solvers dedicated to application codes and to
operating system environments.

Pivoting
The pivoting process involves a sequence of vector mask operations to locate the maximum element of a vector [3].
Unfortunately, the impact of pivoting on timing
is not well-documented in the literature because
CAL codes being compared involve different
codings of the factorization process itself. Nonetheless, Jordan's comparison [7] of different pivoting and n on-pivoting CAL cod es (Figure 1,
curves B and C) sh owing a 15 to 25% slow-down
due to pivoting is consistent with informal s tudies of the algorithms involved.

Identically-structured systems
An examination of large equation sets devoid of
natural block substructure inevitably discloses
another opportunity for vectorization: namely,
the problem is large due to (M) replicated identical substructures. (Indeed, one may wonder
how a computationally large matrix problem
arises if not principally from blocking or replication.) All substructures are then simultaneously
reduced by vector operations of length M.
Representative applications and results follow.
1. Alternating direction iteration (ADI) methods
generate simultaneous systems of equations;
with one unknown per grid point, 40 MFLOPS
can be achieved with 64-length vectors [3];
systems of block tridiagonal equations may
be solved at 70 MFLOPS with blocks as small
as 3x3 [8].
2. Large sparse ma trices arising from circuits
and rigid body dyn amics tend to have identical sparse substructures originating from th e
hierarchial nature of engineering design; simultaneous general s parse solvers have been
found to execute in the range of 25-50 MFLOPS
[9].

Existing scalar application programs must usually be altered to permit simultaneou s formulation of the subm atrix equations in vector
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mode. Also, simultaneous solution presumes
that all matrices are available in main memory,
requiring more storage than when systems can
be formulated and solved one at a time. Thus,
the price of vectoriza tion may be high, although
warranted for important production scientific
and computer-aided design codes.

First, an early version of the CFT compiler produced the (pivoting) LU factorization results of
curve D in Figure 1 [7]. The equivalent CAL code
(curve C) yields a 5:1 sp eedup for most ma trix
orders. Secondly, a m ore recent comparison of
Ess's FORTRAN U NPACK (non-pivoting) full
matrix solution shows a 5.7:1 speedup in factorization and a 3:1 sp eedup in forward and back
substitution for the high -performance CAL code
of curve A, for matrices of order 64 [11] .

Highly-sparse systems
In the absence of both local block structure a nd
global patterns, highly-sparse m atrices, su ch as
tridiagonal or general sparse, may be best solved
by careful scheduling of scalar instructions with
a simulator. For example, tridiagonal equations
may be solved in scalar mod e in the range of 18
MFLOPS [6], outperforming vectorized cyclic
reduction CAL codes in m an y circumstances [8].
Similarly, the early stages of elimina tion of general sparse matrices can be performed in the
range of 10-15 MFLOPS by sch eduling and emitting appropriate scalar instructions that are executed at each numerical solution (so-called
"code generation"). A polyalgorithm to reduce
the remaining d enser portion s of the matrix is
currently being s tudied.
Characteristically, the reduction of highly-sparse
matrices d oes not d omina te the equation formulation, which ofte n must be performed in
scalar m ode utilizing the FORTRAN compiler.
Thus, the overall speedup offered by CAL coding m ay be marginal.

FORTRAN SOLVERS
The above collections of often specialized CAL
codes h ave arisen from interest in demonstrating ultimate CRAY-1 performance or else to service important a pplication codes. These have
been assembled into a library by Jordan [10].
As the CRAY-1 h as been accepted as a high-performance general-purpose scientific processor,
it has increasingly attracted the discipline-oriented user less w illing to depend on or accomm od a te to assembly-cod ed kernels, often w ith
poorly-documented algorithms . This user much
prefers a (modified, if necessary) FORTRAN
code tha t he or she can understand.
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At this writing, two well-known FORTRAN linear algebra libraries - the IMSL and NAG collections - are being converted to the CRAY-1
with proper attention to the unique requirements of the CFT compiler and the CRAY-1 architecture . An earlier conversion of selective
UNPACK codes was performed by Dongarra
[5] and the entire library was converted by Mike
Ess at Cray Research.
Two comparisons of FORTRAN and CAL solvers
are presented to represent the cost of operating
from a h igher-level language.
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Figure 1. Execution rates of LU factorization of full matrices

Such sp eedups are difficult to ignore if the equation solution time is a d omina nt part of the total
simula tion time, and when general codes are
accessed frequently or special codes are run in
a production mode. 0
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For the past year, Gray Research
has provided computer time for
computer chess program
development and tournament
action. The rigors of chess
provide a strenuous trial for both
hardware and software, giving the
company an additional testing
ground. The fact that GRAY
BLITZ happens to be one of the
top-ranked computer chess
programs in the world is just
frosting on the cake.

.e CRAY-1 pla ys che ss
Robert Hyatt
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg
Part one of a two-part series
"Can computers think?" This has been one of
the most controversial questions provoked by
the modern digital computer. It has been proven
that for finite mathematics where exact solutions
exist, the computer is vastly superior to man in
finding the solution. However, man has always
had a clear superiority in inexact problems, due
to such attributes as intuition, hunches and
other non-quantifiab le decision-makin g processes. The computer is rapidly eliminating these
advantages as hardware speeds improve and
programming tools are redesigned.
Since ch ess has long been considered an "intellectual" exercise, it was natural that the computer would be applied to its solution. While
there is still a significant d ifference in playing
strength between world-champio n class players
and the computer, this difference is shrinking
yearly. In fact, most computer scientists believe
that it is only a matter of time before computers
become unbeatable. As evidence of this, six
years ago chess masters easily defeated computers in speed chess, simultaneous exhibitions
and regular tournament chess. In a period of six
years, the top programs have sharply reduced
this gap. Top human players struggle to win
speed chess games and simultaneous exhibition
games and even world-champio n class players
have fallen victim to compu ters in s peed chess.
Chess masters are beginning to find that they
lose regularly to the better programs, even in
tournament-lev el chess matches. If chess programs continue to improve over the next decade
as they have over the past decade, the programs
could easily invade the ra nks of the top 50 players in the world and have a significant chance
at becoming world champions.

Most computer scientists believe that it is
only a matter of time before computers
become unbeatable.

INTERNAL BOARD
EPRESENTATION
The logical chess board is an 8 by 8 array representing the 64 board squares . To allow rapid
detection of the edge of the board during move
generations, a double row of border squares is

u sed (Figure 1). Squares outlined by the dark
lines are on the board and squares outside of
the dark lines are illegal squares.
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Figure 1. Logical chess board

Pieces are represented as digits 1 through 6, with
pawn = 1, knight = 2, bishop = 3, rook = 4,
queen = 5, and king = 6. An empty square has
a value of 0, and a square off of the board has
a value of99. To distinguish program pieces from
the opponent's pieces, program pieces are given
positive numbers and the opponent's pieces are
negative numbers.
Move generation w ith this representation is simple. For example, let's generate the moves of a
program rook on square 22. The four legal d irections for a rook are + 1, -1, + 10, and -10. The
rook can move in the + 1 direction to squares
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, or 29 unless on e of them
is occupied . If a square is occupied (a number
other than 0), the rook cannot move beyond it.
Also, if the sign of the occupying piece is +, the
rook cannot capture it. These steps are repeated
for the other three directions to enumerate all
legal rook moves. Note that for the -1 and -10
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•
directions, a 99 will immedia tel y te rminate generation of that direction, indicating tha t the edge
of the board has been passed.

Because, during the course of a game,
each side has an average of 38 legal
moves, a tree of depth 6 has 38 6 or
3,010,936,384 terminal positions!

GAME TREE SEARCH
The game tree search is the tactical compo ne nt
of the move selection process. The tree search
w ill find (within reason) move seque nces that
will avoid losing material w henever ma te rial loss
is threa ten ed, a nd it will find m ove sequences
that will w in ma terial w henever the opportunity
arises.

ultimate outcome of the search . Suppose that
the first move the program examines is N-87
check (Figure 2). The tree search conclud es that
this wins a rook a n d returns a value of +5.
When the program selects the next m ove to analyze, the alpha-beta algorithm may help as follows: after changing sides, generating all moves
and selecting one, and d oing th e additional
searching necessary to evaluate the resulting
position, the program discovers that after it
plays P-KR3, the opponent plays P-QR3, and it
does n ot w in a rook. The program could continue analyzing moves at level two and might
even find that P-KR3, B-84 wins a pawn. However, this is wasted time for two reasons: 1)
N-87 + w ins a rook, and 2) P-KR3 wins nothing
and may even lose something. Therefore, the
program ignores P-KR3 and selects another
move.

The basic tree search is sometimes called a minimax full-width depth-first game tree search.
The program is given a position for which it
musftry to find the best move. This position is
referred to as the "root" or " base" of the tree.
From this position, the program generates all of
the possible m oves a nd stores the m in an a rray.
The first move is selected a nd made on the internal game board. Now, the program switch es
sides and generates all possible moves from this
new position. The first move is again selected
and made, and this process continues u n til some
fixed depth is reach ed.
At this point, the evaluation function is used to
compute a numeric value representing the current position. The larger the value, th e better for
the program; the sm aller the value, the better
for the opponent. The side to move stores this
score and selects the next move. After all moves
a t this level have been examined, the side to
move will have chosen the score that was highest or lowest, depending on which side is to
move. This score is returned to the previous
level, where it is stored, and a new move is
selected. O n ce again the program follows the
process of ad va ncing to the n ext level, generating all moves and m aking on e, until the maximum depth is reach ed. As all moves for a level
are examin ed , the best (worst) score is returned
to the previous level. This continues until all
moves at the base level are examined.
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As can be seen, the game tree is quite large.
Because, during the course of a game, each side
has an average of 38 legal moves, a tree of depth
6 h as 386 or 3,010,936,384 terminal positions!
Even if the program is only using on e microsecon d of processor time per node, this is still
nearly one h our of computa tion per move.
To speed up the process, the n, there is a technique known as th e alpha-be ta backward pruning algorithm that dras tically redu ces the number of position s evalua ted witho ut affecting the

Figure 2. White to move
The above strategy is analogous to the following
example: su ppose you have on the table ten
bowls of stew, and you must select one to eat.
Some are fa r too h ot, some are too cold, some
are spoiled , and some are improperly cooked .
Suppose the first bowl you select is slightly cool,
but otherwise is accep table. Examination of the
next bowl finds it boiling hot. Testing it to deterrnine if it tastes right is futile, since it can be
rejected based on being hotter th an something
already found.
Using this algorithm can potentially reduce th e
number of nodes from 386 to 2x383 or 109,744.
In practice, this is difficult to ach ieve, but dramatic savings are possible nonetheless. O n the
CRAY-1, for example, a typical six ply search
might exam ine 200,000 nodes, w h ich is far les
than th e potential maxim um .
There are m any other useful algorith ms that can
help speed up the search . First, th e alpha-beta
algorithm depend s on move ordering bein g

quite accurate. For example, in the situation
mentioned above, if the program had examined
P-KR3 first, then it would also have to completely examine N-B7 + to evaluate the move,
because alpha-beta would not terminate analysis
early.
In Figure 3, the program must defend against
the move N-B7 +. However, since the tree search
is responsible for tactics, the program will simply generate all moves at level one and make
the first one. After changing sides and analyzing
all of the replies, the program determines that
the first move, P-K3, is answered by N-B7 +
where the opponent wins a rook. This move, NB7 + is remembered as a "killer" move for level
two. Now, after trying P-K4, the killer move is
tried first. This gives good moves a chance to be
examined first, causing more alpha-beta cutoffs.
In fact, until R-QBl is examined, all of the program's moves are refuted by N-B7 +.

Figure 3. White to move

CRAY BLITZ maintains (remembers) up to ten
killers p er level in the tree. The list is carehlily
ordered so that the more useful killers are examined first.
Before continuing, it is worth mentioning that
the killer heuristic, as well as others that improve
the tree search, does no t alter the move that the
program ultimately will make . However, it does
alter drastically the amount of time it will take
to perform the search . In fact, removing the
killer logic comple tely will increase the search
time by a factor of at least ten. This is th e principal advantage of the full-width or exhaustive
search - that move-ordering can affect the speed
of the search, but no t the outcome.
Another time-saving algorithm used in CRAY
BLITZ is the transposition table. When d oing a
six ply tree search, many different pathways
may converge to the same position . For example, the move sequences N-KB3, B-QB4, N-KNS

and N-KR3, B-QB4, N-KNS both converge to the
same position. After reaching this position from
one branch of the tree, and then doing an additional three ply search from this point, the result of this search is saved in the transposition
table. After playing N-KR3, B-QB4, N-KNS, this
position is found in the table along with the
search value . This avoids analyzing the subtree
that would normally be d eveloped. This algorithm results in a speed improvement of 2 to 5
in the middle game and a speed improvement
of over 100 in simple endgames.

The killer heuristic does not alter the move
that the program ultimately will make.
However, it does alter drastically the
amount of time it will take to perform the
search.

QUIESCENCE
Quiescence is the single most important consideration in a computer chess program. The problem centers around when to apply the positional
evaluation, or more technically, raises the question of when a position is tactically stable enough
to be accurately evaluated. For example, when
performing a three ply search, the move sequence R-Kl, R-Kl, RXR seems to win a rook;
however, suppose the next move (if the program
were searching to four ply) is NXQ. If the positional evaluator were applied after these moves,
it would conclude that the program is winning
a rook (remember that tactics are handled by the
search only).
Since terminating the search at some arbitrary
fixed depth results in many blunders, most
chess programs carry out the tree search in three
distinct phases . Phase One is the full-width or
exhaustive part of the search, and is carried out
to some predetermined depth based on timing
requirements. Phase Two is the quiescence part
of the search and is carried out until the quiescence search encounte rs a position that is tactically stable. Phase Three is the positional evaluator, which can now be applied because no
pieces are hanging or no threats exist.
The quiescence search differs from the full-width
search in that only a small subset of the legal
moves are examined - notably, captures to s tabilize the material balance and checks to find/
avoid checkmates. Unfortunately, this area is
key to w hy a computer is not the current world
champion. It is extremely difficult for a chess
program to determine if a position is tactically
quiescent.
For exa mple, if the position in Figure 4 were
encountered during the quiescence search, it
might be judged as a termina l position, since no
material is hanging . H owever, w hite can attack
the black knight, which is pinned, more times
that black can defend it, winning at least a piece.
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While a human easily sees this and avoids it, a
computer has a great deal of difficulty w ith it.
CRAY BLITZ examines winning captures and
checks in the quiescence search , as do most
other top-flight programs, and all would improperly evaluate this position if it occurs in the
quiescence search.
Another problem of quiescence is known as the
"horizon effect". Simply, if a program can delay
something so that it is no t discerned within the
search, it does not exist! In Figure 4, if black
continually attacks white pieces with its pawns
and pieces, white doesn't have time to continue
attacking the knight to win it. A human understands that delaying the attacks does not eliminate them, but the computer, by forcing the
attacks out of the search, thinks that it has totally
avoided the problem.
Figure 5. White to move

The quiescence search in CRAY BLITZ is far better than many other chess programs, but is still
subject to an occasional attack of horizon effect.
The solution seems to be in spending more time
in the quiescence search to more accurately assess the tactical activity present. It turns out that
this is far easier said than done, but progress is
continually being made in this weakest area of
computer chess.

A human understands that delaying the
attacks does not eliminate them, but the
computer, by forcing the attacks out of the
search, thinks that it has totally avoided
the problem.

Figure 4. White to move

An additional item of interest concerns the program's desire to play RXQ, winning the queen
(Figure 5). Assume that the program plays RXQ
while performing a one ply search. The quiescence search tries R-K8 and finds that white is
checkmated. The program then tries NXRP,
PXN, RXQ. This position is reached in the quiescence search at a point w here checks are not
considered (considering all checks could result
in an infinite loop). This is because there are
stringent controls on what is included in the
quiescence search in order to conserve time. The
program happily evaluates this as good for
white. After playing this, and receiving black's
response, the program is surprised to find that
once more it cannot play RXQ.
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In computer chess tournaments, there have
been many amusing examples of this problem.
Suppose that black is faced with the loss of a
trapped rook. There have been actual games
played where black would force white to capture
a series of pawns and pieces merely to delay
(eliminate) the loss of the rook.

POSITIONAL EVALUATION
It is always interesting to listen to chess masters
comment on computer chess programs . The
common assessment is that they are tactically
brilliant but positionally weak. However, positional chess is really just long-range tactical
chess. If the program can win material, the tree
search is responsible for finding out how; or, if
the program is threatened with losing material,
the tree search is responsible for finding a defense. Positional chess is simply determining
what to do when there is nothing to do.

In chess literature, there are a number of basic
rules that beginners are cautioned to learn and
remember, such as "control and occupy the center of the board", "occupy open files with
rooks", and "keep the king safely tucked away
behind pawns. " In order to play reasonable
chess, then, a computer must understand and
follow these rules.
The dominating term in the evaluation function
is material. That is, the program will almost always prefer capturing a tangible piece to win
material rather than winning some positional

-

advantage while giving up a material advantage.
As can be seen, the position al judgement of the
program is only u sed when material balance cannot be altered .
The p ositional evaluators are really quite simple,
'- t!though they are relatively long. For examp le,
the chess principle "a knight on the rim is dim"
implies knights should avoid squares on the
edge of the board . If yo u imagine the chess
board as an 8 x 8 array, the necessary loops to
check each square on the outer edge of the array
are quite simple. Each square must be scanned
looking for a + 1- 2 (white/black knight) . For each
one found, add a penalty for the correct side to
the positional score (assuming + scores are
good for wh ite, a white knight on the edge might
get -100 added to the p ositional score). If the tree
search encounters this identical position, except
that the knight has moved off of the edge, the
positional score would be 100 points better, causing this position to be favored .

In chess literature, there are a number of
basic rules that beginners are cautioned to
learn and remember. In order to play
reasonable chess, then, a computer must
understand and follow these rules.
CRAY BLITZ has a very large number of these
rules programmed into the evaluation function,
nd each is qu ite simple to understand. H owever, the w hole collection is extremely comprehensive. The evaluation function is the principal
reason that CRAY BLITZ plays chess a t the level
it does currently. Even International Gra ndmaster Edmar Mednis was extremely impressed
with the program's positional play (he was also
awed at the program's tactical play). 0

- ABOUT the AUTHORRobert Hyatt is an Instructor and Chief of Systems at
the University of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg.
He received his B.S. in Computer Science from USM
in 1970 and has remained there to teach and do research. Bob has been competing in computer chess
tournaments with BLITZ since 1976. He has had
CRAY-1 support from Gray Research since April of
1980. Recently, Bob completed work on a microprocessor-based electronic chess board which he uses
in tournament play.
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In the next issue of GRAY CHANNELS, Bob describes
a computer chess tournament and evaluates GRAY
BLITZ.
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APPLICATIONS

New release of SAPH
A new release and upda te of the
Cray Research Scientific Application Package Handbook (SAPH) is
now available. The latest SAPH is
completely revised, enlarged and
updated . It appears in a new, looseleaf format facilitating regular updates and copying of individual
pages.
Th e primary goal of the H andbook
is to provide an information source
on the nature, current s tatus, and
availability of the most significant
scientific applications programs and
packages in u s e tod ay. Where
CRAY-1 version s of such software
exist, the Handbook indicates from
what source, if any, they are available. The SAPH also offers information on u sers of p articular software packages.
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Currently, the SAPH contains over
250 entries, with one page d evoted
to each program or package . The
software is divided into application
areas such as structural analysis,
nuclear e ngineering and sa fety,
ch e mistry, ma th/sta tistical libraries, graphics, languages, and so
on.
The Handbook is s upported by the
A pplica tions Develo pme nt a nd

Technical Advisory Dep artment of
Cray Research. Further information can be obtained from : Dr.
David Darling, Cray Research, Inc.,
1440 N orthland Drive, Mend ota
Heig hts, MN 55120.

Cray Research to attend
finite element congress
This fall, Cray Research will be represented at the Third World Con gress and Exhibition on Finite Element Methods. In its past two
meetings, the World Congress and
Exhibition has served as both forum
and ma rke tplace for those involved in all facets of finite element
technology. The World Congress,
which is held every three years,
was the firs t major conferen ce in
finite element technology to incorporate an exhibition . At this year's
exhibition, Cray Research w ill have
a boo th featuring information on
the finite element packages currently running on the CRAY-1. The
Third World Congress and Exhibition w ill be held October 12-16,
1981 at the Beverly Hilton in Beverly Hills, California.

..

Cray Research
Applications Program
Library underway

publici~

A considerable amou nt of
available application s software has
been implemented on the CRAY-1.
As the Cray Research marketplace
has exp anded , the n eed for a centralized source of quality publicdomain applica tions software has
grown. Thus, Cray Research has
organized a n Application s Program Library for CRAY-1 users.
The company plan s to provide a
responsive service for the verification, d ocumentation and distribution of public-d omain CRAY-1
softw are.

Th e Library w ill contain a variety
of applications software . Some of
the first software to be offered
throu gh the new service will be
that currently available through
the Cray User Group software exch an ge. In additio n, significant
codes in specific fields, such as
co mputa tio n a l ae r od yn a mi cs,
structural analysis and nuclear sys
terns analysis, w ill be incorporate, '/ ..
into the Library. Availability of certain software may be restricted according to the licensing regulations
of the original code developer or

•

distributor. Where s uch restrictions are in effect, they w ill be
noted in a document describing the
software contained in the Library.
The scope and contents of Cray
Research's new Program Library
service will grow with time. An important function of the Library will
be the coordination and benchmark demons tration of third-party
vendor CRAY-1 software. As an
example, Cray Research currently
has the ability to demonstrate both
MSC/NASTRAN and ANSYS, two
major finite element programs, on
the CRAY-1 in Mendota H eights,
Minnesota.
All software within the Cray Research Program Library will be verified with test cases and fully documented prior to being offered for
distribution. Although the company will not accept responsibility
for the programs or for the consequences of their use, every effort
will be made to ensure quality and
reliability prior to distribution.

CRAY BLITZ lives up to its
name
As detailed elsewhere in this issue,
Robert Hyatt of the University of
Southern Mississippi has d eveloped CRAY BLITZ, a computer
chess program for competitive chess
play. Last fall, CRAY BLITZ participated in the Eleventh ACM North
American Com pu ter Chess Champion ship held in Nashville, Tennessee. Two distinct competitions
were h eld : Speed Chess and Tournament Chess. Ten programs in all
participated, including Bell Laboratories' BELLE, w hich is the current world ch ampion, and the University of Michigan 's CHAOS,
which was runner-up to BELLE in
the world competition.
Hyatt and CRAY BLITZ experienced spectacular success in the
Speed Chess competition. BLITZ
took first place by defeating each
of the other nine participants comprehensively. In addition, a speed
game played agains t e x-world
champion CHESS 4. 9 running on
a CDC CYBER 176 was won decisively by BLITZ. Two international

Chess Masters were dispatched in
a similar manner, along with several other Expert-rated human
players. All in all, BLITZ handily
defeated all other players, both
human and machine.
In the Tourna ment Chess competition, BLITZ won the first round
agains t the other program compe ting on a CRAY-1, CUBE 2.0,
entered by United Computing Systems of Kansas City, Missouri. In
the second round, BLITZ wrestled
with BELLE for 4Y2 hours in what
was described by tournament organizer David Levy as "the best
game ever played by two computers." CRAY BLITZ fought a s pectacular battle before succumbing.
The third game saw BLITZ defeat
BEBE, a special chess hardware
system curre ntly ranked fifth in the
world . In the final game, BLITZ
lost to second -ra nked CHAOS.
Thus, in Tournament Chess action,
CRAY BLITZ finished with a record of two wins and two losses,
good for a fourth -place finish .
Since the championships, Hyatt
h as conti nu ed work on CRAY
BLITZ. He h as concentrated on
performance improveme nts, including tunin g th e evalua tion
function to d eep ply searches in
tournament mode and rewriting
often-used routines for enhanced
speed. His work continues with an
eye towards the Mississippi state
tournament to be held over Labor
Day and, beyond that, the next
ACM championship to be held in
November in Los Angeles. In his
own words, "CRAY BLITZ looks
like it will be hard to beat next
time."

NISA now available on the
CRAY-1
NISA, Numerically Integrated Elements for Systems Analysis, is now
available for use on the CRAY-1
computer. Developed by Engineering Mechanics Research Corporation, NISA provides linear analysis
of static, dynamic, steady-state and
transient h eat transfer and field
problems. NISA uses a large library of high-order isoparametric

elements. Other features of NISA
include free-form data input, a preprocessor for finite element model
generation and a variety of output
option s. For more information
about NISA, contact Engineering
Mechanics Research Corporation,
P.O. Box 696, Troy, MI 48099, telephone (313) 968-1606.

CAl to participate in vector
processing seminar
Dr. D. A. Calahan, who wrote the
article on linear equation solution
appearing in this issue, ch airs a
course on vector processing each
summer. Entitled " High Speed
Computation: Vector Processing,"
the course is held on the University
of Michigan campus in Ann Arbor.
This year, the course will run August 10-14 and will include lectures
and a laboratory segment.
Following are som e of the lectures
and speakers scheduled for the
week:
Vector Algorithm Organization and
Evaluation - D. A. Calahan, Uni-

versity of Michigan
Organization and Programming of
the CRAY-1 -Derek Robb, Cray

Research, Inc.
Applications and Performance of
the CRAY-1 - Derek Robb, D. A.

Cala han
Performance of Finite Element Programs on the CRAY-1/S - Kash

Ka sturi, United Computing Systems, Inc.

Other lecture topics will include
user experience in multiprocessing, the impact of vector languages, state-of-the-art multiprocessing hardware, and overviews
and performance information on
several other vector computers.
Remote access to the CRAY-1 will
be provided during the laboratory
segment of the course. Participants
may bring a small (300-s tatement)
FORTRAN program to run. Program counseling will be available.
For m ore information about the
confe rence, write: En gineering
Summer Con fere n ces, Chrysler
Center, Un iversity of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI 48109. 0
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With this release, the COS job control language
was significantly enhanced by such fea tures as
procedure definition, conditional processing and
iterative control statement processing capabilities.
The procedure definition block control statements allow the user to copy a series of control
statements and/or data to a library and call them
at a later time. When a procedure is called, character s trings within th e procedure can be substituted with either default values or values from
the procedure call s tatement. The COS control
statements provided for this capability are PROC,
a prototype statement, ENDPROC, and &DATA.
Conditional processing can now be specified
through the use of four new COS control statements. The conditional control statements IF,
ELSEIF, ELSE and ENDIF allow the user to specify a control s tatement sequence to be processed
only if certain conditions are true.
Iterative control statement processing is now

This article
summarizes
major changes
made in the
1.10 version
of Gray
Research
software.
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possible. An iterative block contains a control
statement sequence that is to be processed more
than once during the processing of a job. The
COS iterative block control statements are LOOP,
EXITLOOP and ENDLOOP. The EXITLOOP
statement indicates the normal exit condition for
the loop. If its expression is true, the loop is
exited; if it is false, loop execution continues with
the subsequent stateme nts. Control returns to
the beginning of the loop when the ENDLOOP
statement is encountered.
A number of new control s tatements were added
with this release. The new ROLLJOB control
statement allows the user to force a job to be
rolled out so that it can be restarted in case of
a system failure. SET allows the user to change
the value of a job control language variable. The
LIBRARY statement allows the user to specify
which JCL library datasets are to be searched
during job processing and in what order. It can
also be u sed to print the current or new search lis t
to the logfile.
The new CNS parameter on the CALL con trol
statement specifies that the control statement
following is a procedure calling statement containing parameters for procedure string substitution. The ECHO con t rol statemen t or
CSECHO macro enables user control of message
classes to be written to the job logfile. The PRINT
control statement writes the value of an expression on the logfile in three different formats: 16digit decimal integer, 22-digit octal value, and
as an ASCII string.
The FLODUMP control statement recovers and
dumps flowtrace tables wh en a program aborts

with flow tracing active. The flow trace tables
are dumped in FORTRAN flow trace format.
The SYSREF statement generates a global
cross-reference listing for a group of CAL or
APML assembly language programs.

CAL
Three new pseudo instructions were added to
the CRAY-1 Assembly Language (CAL) with this
release. The TEXT pseudo instruction allows
the user to declare the beginning of a text source,
and ENDTEXT terminates the text source. Text
source is not normally listed, and symbols defined within text source are not listed in the
cross-reference unless referred to elsewhere in
the program . The MODULE pseudo instruction
defines the contents of the Program Descriptor
Table module type field.

CFT
The major change in CFT this time is that it now
adheres to the new ANSI s tandard . CFT is an
extended version of the American National Standards Institute programming language, ANSI
X3.9-1 978, better know n as FORTRAN 77. The
compiler also accepts most of the older ANSI
X3.9-1966 syntax. The major newly-implemented FORTRAN 77 features include the character data type and generic functions.
The character data type can be used to replace'
Hollerith cons tants in a machine-independent
way. It allows for concatenation, comparison
and substringing of ch aracter constants or
variables.
The generic function feature allows CFT to select a specific intrinsic function appropriate to
the form of the function's arguments. For example, SIN may be used with a real, complex,
or double precision argument and CFT will automatically select SIN, CSIN, or DSIN, respectively. This feature is particularly useful when
moving programs be tween machines using different word lengths. Variables can thus be declared double p recision on a small machine and
real on the large system, w ithout requiring any
changes to the program's function references.
With this release, several 1/0 enhancements
were made. The OPEN, CLOSE and INQUIRE
statements now accept character arguments and
return more information about a dataset's status.
List-directed 1/0 is n ow supported and several
small-scale features have been added to the
other VO statements.
In addition, several CDIR options have bee1
added or expanded and the DO processor has
been optimized. This allows somewhat greater
programmer control over loop vectorization and
enhanced efficiency. D

.n update on 1981
marketing efforts,
installations to date, new
corporate facilities, and
people and product news

1981 installations to date

The first few months of 1981 have
proven to be the busiest months
ever for the Cray Research manufacturing division. Four new computer systems have been installed
and have completed acceptance
testing since January 1. In addition, four systems were re-installed. Among the new installa. ns so far this year are the first
_{AY-1 to be installed at a petroleum company, the company's first
shipment to France, and the first
installation of a CRAY-1/S with an
1/0 Subsys te m outs id e of the
company.

A CRAY-1 S/500 was installed in
the U.K. at the Science Research
Council's Daresbury Laboratory.
This system replaced a CRAY-1 B
system, which was moved to AERE,
Harwell, also in the U.K. Another
re-installed system was that completed for the Shell Company outside the United States. Ye t another
re-installation took place at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.
The CRAY-1/S at Cray Research
headquarters was field upgraded
to an S/1300 during the firs t quarter
of 1981. Originally ins talled in December of 1980, this system is used
by the Software Development division of the company. Additionally, the CRAY-1 at Century Research Center Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan was upgraded to a million
words.

the company, including market research, forecasting, business management and announcement activities. Prior to joining Cray Research ,
Mr. Gregory held positions in marketing and product management
for International Business Machines Corporation, including director of systems marketing in
Europe.
Gray Labs moves to new facility
in Boulder

The 42 employees of Cray Laboratories recently moved to a new
lab building in Boulder, Colorado.
The move to the 30,000 square foot

In late February, a CRAY-1 S/1300
was installed at ARCO Oil and Gas
Company. A field upgrade of this
system to two million words is
scheduled for later in 1981. ARCO,
a division of Atlantic Richfield
Company, explores for, produces
and sells oil, natural gas a nd natural gas liquids in North America.
A one-million word CRAY-1/S was
ins talle d for the Grou pe me nt
D' exploitation de Techniques Informatiques Avancees of France.
A two-million word CRAY-1/S was
installed at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory in Los Alamos, New
Mexico as an upgrade to their onemillion word memory system.

P. A. Gregory

Peter A. Gregory named director
of product management

Peter A. Gregory has been appointed director of product manageme nt of Cray Research . Mr.
Gregory is responsible for all aspects of product management for

building consolidated workers previously occupying temporary offices in three different locations in
Boulder. The n ew facility contains
a Class 100 clean room, circuit test
and assembly areas, and a computer-aided design laboratory.
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The new Cray Labs facility in Boulder, Colorado

The clean room is equipped for integrated circuit development and
customization work. The air filtration system in the room is quite
sophisticated, allowing no more
than 100 particles five-tenths of a
micron in size per cubic foot. Room
air is filtered several hundred times
an hour.
The lab has also purchased an electron beam microfabricator and. a
scanning electron microscope for
their integrated circuit work.
Cray Laboratories was established
in May of 1979 as the company's
wholly-owned research and development subsidiary. Its efforts are
concentrate d on designing advanced hardware and software
systems. The geographical separation between the labs and the
rest of the company has allowed
the Boulder employees to work on
future products and technologies
without involvement in the parent
company's day-to-day operations.
New product announcement
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In April, Cray Research a n nounced a major product enhancement that expands the capabilities
of the CRAY-1 S Series of Computer Systems, or more specifically, the capabilities of the 110
Subsystem. Introduced with the

CRAY-1 S Series of Computer Systems in 1979, the 110 Subsystem
was itself an architectural extension of the original CRAY-1 system.
This latest product enhancement
provides up to eight million words
of Buffer Memory, dual high performance cha nnels for streaming
data to Central Memory, and support for on-line magnetic tape. This
enhancement demonstrates Cray
Research's continuing commitment to further d evelopment of th e
CRAY-1 system, with the ultimate
goal of providing the best computer system possible for engineering and scientific users.
Marketing update for the
petroleum industry

Recently, Cray Research received
two CRAY-1 S Computer System
orders from the petroleum industry, the company's second and
third orders from major petroleum
companies.
On March 24, Exxon Production
Research Comp any order ed a
CRAY-1 S/4400 valued at approximately $17 million. This system,
which will be purchased, is scheduled for installation during the
fourth quarter of 1981. It will be the
largest single system Cray Research h as installed to date, with

four million words of memory, an
110 Subsystem and Buffer Memory
in excess of 19 billion bytes.
The company also received an order for a CRAY-lB Computer Syc
tern from the Shell Company. Th
system will be leased and installation has been made outside the
United States.

Work progresses on new
printed circuit building

Construction of a new printed circuit board facility in Chippewa
Falls, Wisconsin began several
m onths ago. The decision to build
this facility was based on the successes of the compan y's initial
printed circuit facility near the
manufacturing building.
Th e original PCB facility was
brought on-line in 1980, and by
year-end was meeting one-fourth
of production's total n eeds. The
operation has provided a cost advantage to the company and has
also given engineering a significant
advantage in their development
work.
The facility currently under con- "
struction will be 17,000 square feet
in size, and the company expects
that it w ill be operational by early
1982. D

USER NEWS
Universi ty of Minneso ta
orders CRAY-1
Because the Minneapoli s area is
one of the top areas in the country
for supercomp uter developmen t,
it seems only fitting tha t the local
university should have a large-scale
computer on campus. Therefore,
when the University of Minnesota
ordered a computer from Cray Research on June 12, there was much
cause for excitement. Said John
Rollwagen, president of Cray Research, "This will be the first Cray
system installed in Minnesota other
than the o ne at o u r Me nd o ta
Heights data center. We are delighted to be a part of the s tate's
scientific research community."
The nation's universities are looking at investing in la rge-scale scientific computers because complex
research in areas such as weather,
energy, agriculture and oil exploration require a great deal of computing power. Until now, the University of Minneso ta h as been
purchasing a number of smaller
compute rs to replace its older
equipment. H owever, the CRAY-1
purchase is especially significant in
that it makes Minnesota the first
university in the country to have
a su percompute r ins talled on its
campus. Frank Verbrugge, director
of the University's computer services, thinks the CRAY-1 can handle so much research that it will
prove more practical than smaller
computers in the long run .

The University's new acqu isition
is a CRAY-1/B system, and installation is scheduled at th e Lauderdale Computer Center in the third
quarter of 1981. The system has a
value of approximat ely $4.5 million and will be purchased . The
CRAY-1 will take on batch processing, replacing an older largescale computer. It also will be used
in research work, includi ng theore tical stu dies on molecular orbital
calculations in quantum chemistry
and experimental and theoretical
studies in high -e nergy physics,
said Verbrugge.
In commenting about acquisition
of the system , Verbrugge said, "We
look forward to a mutually beneficial program of systems development by w hich the CRAY-1 computer becomes an integral part of
the Un iversity's general purpose
computer network . Software developmen ts can include a variety
of application s program s and the
im pl e m e ntati o n of a dditiona l
hi g h er-leve l la n gu ages o n th e
CRAY-1 system , and ad dition al
software develop ments by w hich
the CRAY-1 can communica te with
the oth er systems in the University's computer com plex. " D
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ECMWF accurately
forecasts freeze
in Florida
The European Centre for Medium
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
has long contended that reliable
forecasts for a week ahead are of
great economic value to industries
such as agriculture, trans portation, construction, shipping and
energy. Early this year, representatives of ECMWF attending a conference in Tallahassee, Florida were
able to follow their p rediction s of
a killer freeze .

Producing a ten-day forecast within
a few hours requires incrementing
n early two million elements at each
time step. The CRAY-1 at ECMWF
h as m ade feasible highly complex
ten-day forecast models, enabling
accurate forecasting as witnessed
in Tallahassee a few months ago.D

The first economically destructive
freeze in four years struck Florida
on January 12-13, 1981. Temperatures in mid-January broke state
record lows set as long ago as 1886,
destroying close to 20 percent of
central Florida's huge orange crop.
Utility companies reported record
electricity demand, forcing rotating blackouts and requests for conservation. Fishing along the coast
was brought to a standstill at the
height of the oyster and sh rimp
season.
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ECMWF had been predicting a
sharp temperature drop for Florida
a week in advance. Dr. L. Bengtsson , Head of Research at ECMWF,
brought a copy of this forecast w ith
him to the International Conference on Early Results of FGGE,
h eld in Tallahassee . Conference
delegates followed the progress of
the prediction as it verified day by
day.

The headquarters of ECMWF in Reading, England
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